### Subject Index, Part II, Charles Fenner, Chapters 12-17, 18

- Apprentice printer, 209
- Australites, 272-274, 302, 304, 311, 320
  - Charles Darwin’s, 272, 320
  - lecture, BAAS 1937, 318-319
  - publications, 278, 280
- Australasian articles, see Science Notes
- Bibliography, publications on education, 237-238
  - publications on science, 276-280
- Books published by Charles Fenner
  - *Bunyips and Billabongs* (1933), 266, 279
    - comment by F. Wood Jones, 266
  - *Mostly Australian* (1944), 266
  - *Gathered Moss*, 1946), 266-267
  - *South Australia—A Geographical Study, Structural, Regional and Human* (1931), 272, 279
  - *An Intermediate Geography of South Australia* (1934), 272, 279
- Carnegie Foundation, 239
- Chance, in Charles Fenner’s life, 338
- Childhood, 209-210
- Children, see also Fenner Family, Part I, 9-17
  - group photos with parents, 11, 12
  - Charles Lyell, 212
  - Frank Johannes, Part I, 212
  - Winifred Joyce, 212
- Clerk Maxwell centenary, 290-292
- Dalton Plan, 222
- Death of Charles Fenner, 215
- obituary, 215,
  - Director of Education, 226-236
  - appointment, 226
  - appreciation by J. S. Walker, 233
  - comments by Thiele, 234-236
  - extract from Hyams’ article in *Biography, an Interdisciplinary Quarterly*, 226-231
  - tribute by S. W. Jeffries, 234
- Drehsa, 204-205
- Faraday Centenary, 284
- Fenner Coat of Arms, 205-207
- Fenner family lineage, 197-207
  - Fenner families in Germany, 198-203
  - Fenner family, England, 292
  - Fenner Hall, Canberra, 187-188, 207
  - Field Naturalists’ Society, 267
- Hirt family history, 203-205
  - Emma Louise Hirt, 203, 212, 213
- Historical Memorials Committee, 268-269
  - Light, Colonel William, 268
  - Nuyts, Peter, 268
  - Sturt, Captain Charles, 268-269
    - portrait by Ivor Hele, 269
    - preservation of his house in Adelaide, 269
    - visit to family in England, 292-293
- Marriage, 211, 213
- Melbourne Teachers’ College, 210
- Nature, in Frank’s life and his father’s, 337
- Niedergrenzebach, 198-202
- Newspaper, the *Talbot Leader*, 209
- Nurture, in Frank’s life and his father’s, 337
- Overseas trips, 1937, education, 239-263
  - broadcasting for schools, 259-260
  - cinema in schools, 261-262
  - vocational education, England, 250-252, 257-262
    - Germany, 252-256
    - South Africa, 262-263
Switzerland, 257
United States of America, 243-250
Overseas trip, 1931, scientific, 239, 317-320, 281-326
BAAS Centenary, 239, 284-290
BAAS, 1937, Nottingham, 317-320
Clerk Maxwell Centenary, 290-292
emotional reactions to overseas travel, 239-243
Faraday Centenary, 284
gerographical/geological observations, at sea, 281-283
Canada, 303
continental Europe, 304-312
England, 283, 287
South Africa, 320-326
Spitzbergen, 312-317
United States of America, 294-303

Physiography, Werribee Gorge, 265
Prizes, David Syme Research Prize, 275
John Lewis Gold Medal, 275
Sachse Gold Medal, 274, 275
Pupil teacher, 209, 211

Royal Geographical Society of Australasia (South Australian Branch), 267
Royal Society of South Australia, 267

School, at Dunach, 209
School broadcasting, 232-233, 259-260
Science Notes, The Australasian, 257, 265-266
South Australian Museum, 215, 276
South Australian School of Arts and Crafts, 232
Superintendent of Technical Education, South Australia, 217-224
appointment, 214, 217
appreciation by Australian Broadcasting Commission, 232-233
article in The Mail, 231
retirement, 214
extract from Australian Dictionary of

Biography, 217-218
extract from Hyams’ article in Biography, an Interdisciplinary Quarterly, 218-225

Teaching positions, Charles Fenner
Ballarat School of Mines and Industries, 212, 214
Mansfield Agricultural High School, 212
pupil-teacher, 209, 211
Sale High School, 212
Teaching positions, Emma Louise Hirt, 212-213
Tektites, see australites
Thebarton Technical High School, 217, 222, 232

Wongan Circle, 275

University of Adelaide, Lecturer in Geography, 270-271
Charles Fenner Prize, Department of Geography, 271
University of Melbourne, Kernot Research Scholar, 210
BSc course, 210
DSc degree, 210, 265
Syme Prize, 275
University of Sydney, chair in Geography, 269-270